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PAGE 01  BRASIL 01702  260012Z

12
ACTION PRS-01

INFO OCT-01  ARA-10  ISO-00 012 W
---------------------  006818
R 251500Z FEB 76
FM AMEMBASSY BRASILIA
TO SECSTATE WASHDC 4181
INFO USIA WASHDC

UNCLAS BRASILIA 1702

FOR: S/PRS

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: SOPN
SUBJECT: EMBASSY USE OF AP, UPI, OR REUTERS WIRE SERVICES

REF: STATE 39280

USIS POSTS IN BRASILIA, RIO AND SAO PAULO SUBSCRIBE TO
UPI ONLY. AP WAS TRIED BUT WAS SUBJECT TO MARKED PERIODIC SIGNAL
DETERIORATION. COST FOR THE THREE POSTS IS
$400 A MONTH SUBSCRIPTION PLUS $55 A MONTH FOR TELEPHONE
LINES IN RIO AND SAO PAULO. TOTAL $555.
CRIMMINS
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